Background Neural word embeddings have been widely used in biomedical Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications since they provide vector representations of words that capture the semantic properties of words and the linguistic relationship between words. Many biomedical applications use different textual sources to train word embeddings and apply these word embeddings to downstream biomedical applications. However, there has been little work on comprehensively evaluating the word embeddings trained from these resources.
terms. Second, the medical semantic similarity captured by the word embeddings trained on EHR and PubMed are closer to human experts' judgments, compared to these trained on GloVe and Google News. Third, there does not exist a consistent global ranking of word embedding quality for downstream biomedical NLP applications. However, adding word embeddings as extra features will improve results on most downstream tasks. Finally, word embeddings trained from a similar domain corpus do not necessarily have better performance than other word embeddings for any downstream biomedical tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Neural word embeddings have been widely used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications since they provide vector representations of words that capture the semantic properties of words and the linguistic relationship between words [1] , [2] , [3] . There has been an increasing number of studies applying word embeddings in common NLP tasks, such as information extraction (IE) [4] , [5] , [6] , information retrieval (IR) [7] , sentiment analysis [8] , [9] , question answering [10] , [11] , and text summarization [12] , [13] . Recently in the biomedical domain word embeddings have been remarkably utilized in applications like biomedical named entity recognition (NER) [14] , [15] , medical synonym extraction [16] , relation extraction (RE) including chemical-disease relation [17] , drugdrug interaction [18] , [19] and protein-protein interaction [20] , biomedical IR [21] , [22] and medical abbreviation disambiguation [23] . Many biomedical applications use task corpora to train word embeddings or use external data resources such as Wikipedia [21] , [24] to train word embeddings based on an implicit assumption that the external resources contain the knowledge that could be used to enhance domain tasks [25] , [26] , [27] . A number of pre-trained word embeddings are publicly available, such as Google News embeddings 1 and GloVe embeddings 2 . These embeddings could capture semantics of general English words from a large corpus. However, one question remains unanswered:
Do we need to train word embeddings for a specific NLP task since there are a number of public pre-trained word embeddings? This question becomes more significant for biomedical applications, and particularly more important for the clinical domain. The reason is that few electrical health records (EHRs) data are publicly available due to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) rule while a big volume of biomedical literature data are available online. However, there has been little work on evaluating the word embeddings trained from these textual resources for biomedical applications, to the best of our knowledge.
In this study, we provide a comprehensive empirical evaluation of word embeddings trained from four different resources, namely clinical notes, biomedical publications, Wikepedia, and news. For the former two resources, we utilized clinical notes from the EHR system at Mayo Clinic and biomedical publications from the PubMed 1 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7XkCwpI5KDYNlNUTTlSS21pQmM/edit addition to this intrinsic evaluation, they conducted extrinsic evaluation by using the embeddings as input features to two downstream tasks, namely noun phrase chunking and sentiment classification, and found the results of CBOW were also among the best. Ghannay et al [45] conducted a similar intrinsic evaluation, they additionally evaluated the skip-gram models of wor2vec [1] , CSLM word embeddings [46] , dependency-based word embeddings [3] , and combined word embeddings on NLP tasks (i.e., Part-Of-Speech Tagging, chunking, named entity recognition, mention detection) and linguistic tasks using Mikolov's dataset [1] and the WordSim353 dataset [35] . They trained these word embeddings on the Gigaword corpus composed of 4 billion words and found that the dependency-based word embeddings gave the best performance on the NLP tasks and combination of the embeddings yielded significant improvement. In Nayak et al's study [47] , they recommended that the evaluation should test both syntactic and semantic properties of the word embeddings and that the tasks should be closer to real-word applications. However, none of these studies evaluate word embeddings in the biomedical domain and none of these datasets focus on biomedical data.
As most of the aforementioned studies evaluate word embeddings in the general (i.e., non-medical) NLP domain, only one recent paper by Pakhomov et al [32] is about evaluating word embeddings in the biomedical domain, to the best of our knowledge. They trained the CBOW model on two biomedical corpora, namely clinical notes and biomedical publications, and one general English corpora, namely GloVe. The word embeddings were evaluated on subsets of UMNSRS dataset, which consisted of pairs of medical terms with the similarity of each pair assessed by medical experts, and on a document retrieval task and a word sense disambiguation task. They found that the semantics captured by the embeddings computed from biomedical publications were on par with that from clinical notes. Inspired by this work, we would like to conduct a complementary study to extend their evaluation of word embeddings by 1) utilizing four datasets to evaluate word embeddings on capturing medical term semantics; 2) conducting a qualitative evaluation; and 3) examining word embeddings on more biomedical application.
In this work, we provide a comprehensive comparison of the quality of word embeddings trained separately from different resources. Specifically, our contributions are: 1) We performed qualitative evaluation where we manually inspected five most similar medical words to a given set of target medical words and plotted a visualization of selected medical words from those word embeddings.
2) We performed quantitative evaluation, including extrinsic and intrinsic evaluation. In the intrinsic evaluation, we used four published datasets for measuring semantic similarity between medical terms.
3) In extrinsic evaluation, we evaluated word embeddings by applying them to three publicly shared biomedical tasks, including biomedical IR, NER, and RE, and one institutional clinical NLP task.
III. WORD EMBEDDINGS
Since it has been shown that the word2vec outperforms other approaches in generating good embeddings in general NLP tasks [33] , [39] , the skip-gram model of word2vec is utilized as the approach for generating word embeddings in this paper. Since no evidence shows the CBOW outperforms the skip-gram model or vice versa, we arbitrarily chose the skip-gram model of word2vec.
A. Brief Introduction
Word embeddings can be represented as a mapping V → R D : w → θ which maps a word w from a vocabulary V to a real-valued vector θ in an embedding space with a dimension of D. The skip-gram model is an architecture proposed by Mikolov et al [1] , which trains embeddings using the negative-sampling procedure. It constructed with the focus word as the single input vector, and the target contextual words are at the output layer. Negative-sampling updates a sample of output words per iteration, and the target output words should be kept in the sample and gets updated while a few non-target words are added as negative samples. Mathematically, given a target word w and its contextual word h, the goal is to maximize the log-likelihood on the training data, i.e.,
where P (h|w) is the conditional probability in the neural probabilistic language model that is usually defined as:
where σ() is a softmax function that normalize real vector into a probability vector. Accordingly, the log-likelihood function can be written as:
Negative-sample is adopted here to avoid expensive computation over |V | words, i.e.,
where D is the observed data, D is the unobserved data, θ is the embedding vector, and Q θ (D = 1|w, h) is the probability of w and h being observed. The word embeddings can be computed by maximizing the log-likelihood function.
B. Parameter Settings
We tested dimensions of 20, 60 and 100 for word embeddings trained on EHR and PubMed and chose 100 for EHR and 60 for PubMed according to their performance in our intrinsic evaluation. Similarly, we chose the dimension of 100 for GloVe, and that of 300 for Google News since only 300 dimension was publicly available for Google News. The whole results of using different dimensions for word embeddings are provided in Appendix A.
For training word embeddings on the EHR and PubMed, we set the window size to 5 words, the minimum word frequency to 7 (i.e., the words occurred less than 7 times in the corpus were ignored), and the negative sampling to 5. These parameters were selected based on previous studies [1] , [3] , [19] .
IV. DATA

A. Text Corpora
We compared word embeddings computed from four different kinds of corpora. The first corpus, denoted as EHR, was from the Electronic Health Record system at Mayo Clinic. It contains textual clinical notes for a cohort of 113k patients receiving their primary care at Mayo Clinic, spanning a period of 15 years from 1998 to 2013. The vocabulary size |V | of this corpus is 103k. The second corpus, denoted as PubMed, is from a snapshot of the Open Access Subset of PMC in 2016. PMC is an online digital database of freely available full-text biomedical literature.
The PubMed contains 1.25 million biomedical articles and 2 million distinct words (i.e., |V |). As comparisons, two additional public pre-trained word embeddings from two general English resources, i.e., Google News embeddings 11 and GloVe embeddings 12 , were also considered in the evaluation. The Google News embeddings have embeddings for 3 million words from Google News, trained using the wor2vec [1] . The GloVe embeddings have embeddings for 400k words from a snapshot of Wikipedia in 2014 and Gigaword Fifth Edition 13 , trained using the GloVe model [42] .
B. Pre-processing
The PubMed was pre-processed minimally by removing punctuations (one exception is that we replaced '-' by ' ' if two words were connected by '-' and we treated them as one word), lowercasing, and replacing all digits with "7". We conducted additional pre-processing on the EHR since the narratives written by physicians are more sparse than research articles. Specifically, the section of "Family history" in the corpus was removed if it was semi-structured [48] . See an example of the "Family history" section in Table I The section of "Vital Signs" was totally removed since it did not contain contextual information for training word embeddings. See an example of the "Vital Signs" section in Table II . 
V. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
The first evaluation is qualitative by manually inspecting the five most similar words to a given target word. We used the commonly employed cosine similarity to calculate the most similar words. Suppose w 1 and w 2 are two words, the similarity between w 1 and w 2 is defined as
where θ 1 and θ 2 are vector representations for w 1 and w 2 in the embedding space, respectively. If the target word is a medical phrase s 1 consisting of multiple words, i.e., s 1 = w 1 , w 2 , ..., w n , the similarity function becomes
where Θ 1 = 1 n n i θ i is the representation for s 1 in the embedding space. This is different from Pakhomov et al's study [32] where only single word terms were considered. Table III lists eight target words in three medical categories, i.e., disorder, symptom and drug, and their five most similar words induced by different word embeddings.
For the first target word describing an disorder, diabetes, EHR and PubMed find its synonym, mellitus, in the most similar words while GloVe and Google News fail to find it. EHR finds two terms related to co-morbidities of diabetes, cholesterolemia and dyslipidemia, and a most common modifier term, uncontrolled. PubMed finds terms relevant to co-existing conditions for diabetes, such as cardiovascular (very possibly from cardiovascular diseas), nonalcoholic (very possibly from nonalcoholic fatty liver disease), obisity, and polycystic (very possibly from polycystic ovary syndrome which is a hyperandrogenic disorder that is associated with a high-risk of development of Type 2 diabetes). Most of these terms are from medical research topics and thus occur in the PubMed articles.
GloVe finds two related terms, hypertension and obesity, while other three terms, i.e., arthritis, cancer and alzheimer, are less relevant disease names. Google News finds two morphological terms, diabetics and diabetic, relevant to the target words, one synonym, diabetes mellitus, and one related disease name, heart disease. We can draw similar conclusions for the second and third disorder words.
The dyspnea example in the symptom category demonstrates the advantage of EHR and PubMed. EHR finds palpitations, a common cause of dyspnea, and orthopnea, exertional, and doe (dyspnea on exertion) are synonyms or specific conditions for dyspnea. PubMed finds related symptoms, sweats and orthopnea, a synonym breathlessness, a relevant disorder hypotension, and a term relevant to the symptom rhonchi. Wikepedia finds synonyms shortness and breathlessness, and less relevant symptoms cyanosis and photophobia. Google News finds less relevant symptoms pruritus and rhinorrhea and less relevant disease nasopharyngitis. Similar observations can be found for sore throat and low blood pressure as well.
The drug category further differentials the word embeddings. In opioid, EHR finds opiate, benzodiazepine, sedative, polypharmacy, which are very relevant medications. PubMed finds nmda receptor, affective motivational, 20 10 0 It is obvious shown from these target words that EHR and PubMed can capture the semantics of medical terms better than GloVe and Google News and find more relevant similar medical terms. However, EHR and PubMed find similar medical terms from different perspectives due to their different focuses. EHR contains clinical narratives and thus it is closer to clinical language. Yet, it contains terms with different morphologies and even typos, such as melitis, caner and thraot as listed in Table III . Differently, PubMed contains more medical terminology used in medical articles, and finds similar words mostly from a medical research perspective.
In order to visualize the semantics of medical terms captured by different word embeddings, we extracted 377 medical terms from the UMNSRS dataset [31] , [32] and plotted the word embeddings for these medical terms using t-SNE [49] . Example clusters of medical terms in the word embeddings are shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1a 
VI. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We test word embeddings with quantitative evaluation to show that the qualitative differences between them. We utilized extrinsic and intrinsic evaluation, where the former uses four published datasets for measuring semantic similarity between medical terms and the latter uses downstream biomedical tasks including biomedical IR, NER, and RE to evaluate word embeddings.
A. Intrinsic Evaluation
We test word embeddings on four published biomedical datasets, most of them have been used to measure semantic similarity between medical terms. The first dataset is Pedersen's dataset [28] that consists of 30 medical term pairs that were scored by physician experts according to their relatedness. The second dataset is Hliaoutakis's dataset [29] For each pair of medial terms in the testing datasets, we used Equations 1 and 2 to calculate the semantic similarity for each pair in the embeddings space. Since some medical terms migh not exist in the vocabulary of word embeddings, we used fastText [50] to compute word vectors for these out-of-vocabulary medical terms.
Pearson correlation coefficient was employed to calculate the correlation between similarity scores from human judgments and those from word embeddings. 
B. Extrinsic Evaluation
Extrinsic evaluations are used to measure the contribution of word embeddings to specific biomedical tasks. In this evaluation, we applied word embeddings to three prevalent shared tasks: clinical IE, biomedical IR, and RE.
1) Clinical Information Extraction:
We evaluated word embeddings on two clinical IE tasks. The first experiment is a shared task while the second is an institutional task. We would like to examine whether our local institutional word embeddings are better than external pre-trained word embeddings. In our experiment, word embeddings were employed as features for machine learning models and evaluated by precision, recall and F1 scores [52] . For a clinical document d = {w 1 , w 2 , .., w M } where w i , i = 1, 2, ..., M is the ith word and M is the total number of words in this document, the feature vector x of document d is defined by
where x i is the embedding vector for word w i from the word embedding matrix. Then x was utilized as input to the machine learning models. A prevalent machine learning model, Support Vector Machine (SVM), was tested in this experiment. We performed 10-fold cross validation on the dataset and reported means of precision, recall and F1 scores from the cross validation. As comparison, the baseline method used term frequency features as input.
The experimental results are shown in Table V . First, it is obviously shown that word embedding features perform better than term frequency features due to the semantics embedded in word embeddings. From Table V, we can observe that using word embeddings trained on EHR has the best performance with a F1 score of 0.900. This result is reasonable since the smoking dataset is curated from discharge records, which have similar sublanguage characteristics as our EHR corpus. Another interesting observation is that the performance of word embeddings trained on Google News is close to that on EHR corpus with a comparable F1 score and a better recall. The performance difference is not statistically significant (p<0.01). This implies that word embeddings trained on a public dataset may not be definitely inferior to these trained on a medical specific dataset for a medical IE task.
The reason might be that the smoking status extraction task is not a typical medical task since many news may contain information about smoking, such as medications and advice to help smokers quit.
In the second experiment, we evaluated the word embeddings on an institutional information extraction task at Mayo Clinic. In this task, a set of 1,000 radiology reports from a cohort of residents of Olmsted County aged 18 years of age or older and experienced fractures in 2009-2011 based on their visits at Mayo Clinic was given to detect whether a hand and figure/wrist fracture can be identified. Each report was annotated by a medical expert with multiple years of experience abstracting fractures by assigning "1" if a hand and figure/wrist fracture was found, or "0" otherwise. Similar to the previous task, we used word embeddings as features for SVM. We performed 10-fold cross validation on the dataset. Precision, recall, and F1 score were used as metrics to evaluate the performance. In order to make comparison as fair as possible, we first implemented an IR system as a baseline system followed [22] and then employed the simplest query expansion using word embeddings. That is, we expanded each query term with five most similar terms from word embeddings. Indri [55] was utilized as our indexing and retrieval tool.
The preprocessing included stopword removal and Porter stemming. The stopword list was based on the PubMed stopwords 14 . The article-id, title, abstract and body fields of each document were indexed. Language models with two-stage smoothing [56] was used to obtain all the retrieval results. Official metrics, Inferred Normalized
Discounted Cumulated Gain (infNDCG) [57] , Inferred Average Precision (infAP) [57] , Precision at 10 (P@10) and
Mean Average Precision (MAP), were utilized to measure the performance. Table VII shows the results on the TREC 2016 CDS track. It is interesting that query expansion using word embeddings almost does not improve retrieval performance and even worsen the performance when infAP and MAP were used as metrics. By comparing the retrieval performance of different word embeddings, we observe that EHR and PubMed perform slight better than GloVe and Google News without statistical significance (p<0.01). This result implies that applying different word embeddings trained from different resources has almost no significant difference for biomedical IR tasks. We also note that this may also be due to the query expansion method used in our evaluation. 3) Relation Extraction: Drug-drug interaction (DDI) extraction is a specific RE task in the biomedical domain.
DDI is an unexpected change in a drug's effect on the human body when the drug and a second drug are coprescribed and taken together. Automatic extracting DDI information from literature is a challenging and important research topic since the volume of the published literature grows rapidly and greatly. In this experiment, we evaluate word embeddings on DDIExtraction 2013 challenge corpus [58] . The dataset for DDIExtraction 2013 was composed of sentences describing DDIs from the DrugBank database and MedLine abstracts. In this dataset, drug entities and DDIs were annotated at the sentence level and each sentence could contain two or more drugs. An RE system should be able to automatically extract DDI drug pairs from a sentence. We leveraged the baseline system introduced in [19] and evaluated word embeddings by concatenating to the baseline features. We utilized Random Forest [59] as the classifier since it had the best performance in [19] . F1 score was used as the evaluation metric. Table VIII shows the results on the DDIExtraction 2013 challenge. We can see that the overall performance of word embeddings trained on Google News is the best. The reason is that the semantics of general English terms in the context of drug mentions are more important for determining the drug interactions. For example, in the sentence "Acarbose may be interacted with metformin", the term "interacted" is crucial to classify the relation. Since these crucial terms are generally not medical terminology, word embeddings trained on Google News where the corpus represents general English are able to capture the semantics of these terms. However, the superiority of Google News to other corpora is minor for this task. Another interesting observation is that word embeddings trained from
PubMed have the best performance for the DrugBank corpus while these from Google News perform the best for the MedLine corpus. Though MedLine abstracts are from PubMed articles, this result shows that word embeddings trained from the same corpus are not necessarily superior to other embeddings. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this study, we provided a comprehensive evaluation of word embeddings trained from four different resources, namely clinical notes, biomedical publications, Wikepedia, and news. We performed the evaluation qualitatively and quantitatively. In qualitative evaluation, we selected a set of medical words and evaluated the five most similar medical words. We then analyzed word embeddings through the visualization of those word embeddings. We conducted extrinsic and intrinsic evaluation for quantitative evaluation. Intrinsic evaluation directly tests semantic relationships between medical words using four published datasets for measuring semantic similarity between medical terms while extrinsic evaluation evaluated word embeddings in three downstream biomedical NLP applications: clinical IE, biomedical IR, and RE.
Based on the evaluation results, we can draw the following conclusions. First, EHR and PubMed can capture the semantics of medical terms better than GloVe and Google News and find more relevant similar medical terms. However, EHR finds similar terms in a way of clinical language while PubMed contains more medical terminology used in medical articles, and finds similar words mostly from a medical research perspective. Second, the medical semantic similarity captured by the word embeddings trained on EHR and PubMed are closer to human experts' judgments, compared to these trained on GloVe and Google News. Third, there does not exist a consistent global ranking of word embedding quality for downstream biomedical NLP applications. However, adding word embeddings as extra features will improve results on most downstream tasks. Finally, word embeddings trained from a similar domain corpus do not necessarily have better performance than other word embeddings for any downstream biomedical tasks. That is, there may be no significant difference when word embeddings trained from an out-domain corpus were employed for a biomedical NLP application.
In a biomedical NLP application, our experiment implicitly show that applying word embeddings trained from corpora in a general domain, such as Wikipedia and news, is somewhat equivalent to applying those obtained from medical or clinical domain, which is usually difficult to access due to privacy. This result is consistent with but more general than the conclusion drew in [32] . Thus, inaccessibility to the domain specific corpora is not a barrier to obstruct the use of word embeddings in practical implementations.
As a future direction, we would like to evaluate word embeddings on more downstream biomedical NLP applications, such as medial named entity recognition and clinical note summarization. We will investigate whether different word embeddings represent language characteristics differently for a corpus, such as term frequency and medical concepts. Moreover, we want to apply clustering methods on word embeddings and compare the word-level and concept-level difference between clusters of medical terms.
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